The Training Room Online

About us

The Training Room Online specialises in the design and development of effective e-learning content. Our in-house production facilities produce high quality multimedia courseware. This video enhanced e-learning capability enables a combination of script and video based learning methods, with more positive visual and audio contribution to the overall learning experience.

Value proposition

A globally accessible portal for users to access from diverse locations with user friendly learning presentation. This serves as a broader, more complete learning experience which can be worked through in one’s own time, and at a pace that suits each individual. The learning material is ‘on demand’ and can be repeated as required. In addition, we have a network of qualified FAIS facilitators to facilitate classroom based sessions, and a contact centre to monitor progress of participants in our online assessments and to support the learning interventions.

Services or products offered

First Level Regulatory Exam Courseware for RE1 (key individuals) and RE5 (representatives) is available immediately. Each course is modular in design, allowing you to have your learning material ‘on demand’. Each module consists of a multimedia video tutorial, comprehensive study guide and self-assessment questions. The final module is a full ‘mock’ examination providing multiple attempts with questions drawn from a randomised question bank. There is also a module including all relevant legislation that is covered within the qualifying criteria. Our end-to-end solution will support you through a structured learning pathway to be successful in this.

Key individual

Kirsty Chadwick

Contact person

Meghan Drew or Melissa Van Heerden

Contact details

Tel (work): 021 510 0569
Email: allangray@thetrainingroomonline.com
Website: www.regulatoryexam.com

Regions supported

All of South Africa

Quote reference and pricing

To qualify for the preferred rate or service enhancement, please quote the following reference.
Quote reference: Allan Gray Adviser Services
Pricing: Discount of 30%